THE CORONATION OATH
Time had mellowed the King considerably.   He no longer
cherished those bitter animosities which were so inextricably
bound up with the system of party politics in his reign;  and in
December  1791  Auckland could write that  'he   [the Bang]
speaks, even of those who are opposed to his government, with
complacency, and without a sneer or acrimony.'   At the same
time he was by no means sure that the time was ripe for a broaden-
ing of the basis of the Cabinet by admitting into the nation's
councils men who had belonged to the Whig Party, but who now
were'supporters of the Government.   It was admittedly a time
when all men, irrespective of party ties, ought to pull together;
but he could not easily see that such a sentiment of loyalty de-
pended in any way upon the sharing of the administrative power.
Pitt, on the other hand, was bent upon a coalition;  and once
again George deferred to his Prime Minister's judgement.    For
some time Pitt had been in negotiation with Loughborough,
representing the Opposition groups in Parliament   Pitt assured
him that c it was his wish to unite cordially and heartily, not in
the way of bargain, but to form a strong and united Ministry/
He confessed that he was in some difficulty with regard to Fox,
* who he was afraid had gone too far '; but so far as he personally
was concerned he was ready to welcome Fox as a colleague in
the Cabinet provided that Fox would accept the condition which
underlay the basis of such a coalition—the desire € to form a
strong and united Ministry/   Loughborough was even authorized
to tell his Opposition friends that the King was willing to bury
the hatchet, but could not, as a result of Fox's language during
recent debates in the House, consent to his [Fox's] appointment
as Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs [the office which Lough-
borough claimed for him] ' till after the lapse of a few months/
The negotiations broke down.   Fox, while he could admit
that the formation of a coalition was c so damned right a thing
that it must be done/ distrusted Pitt.   He could not believe that
his opponent was sincere. Can it be that he was afraid that in any
coalition he would be completely overshadowed by so remarkable
a man?   Fox's friends were in a quandary—particularly Portland,
who knowing in his heart of hearts that it was his duty publicly
to separate himself from Fox and the extremist Whigs, hesitated
to take such a step, as he said, out of* private affection and attach-
ment to Mr Fox/   His followers By no means appreciated his
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